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Improve the Reliability of Your GE Gas Turbine Starting System & Turning Gear
 Don’t Fix Your Jaw Clutch – Replace It with an Automatic Clutch

Although gas turbine manufacturers continuously work to improve their product and the package in
which the gas turbine may be installed, users also take steps at the plant level to make improvements
and changes to reduce operating and maintenance costs, extend intervals between maintenance, and
enhance the operation of their machines, often generating additional sources of revenue. Many
upgrades can be made at relatively low cost, which can be accomplished during a short, planned
outage, resulting in:

• improvement of gas turbine generator system reliability
• reduction in future maintenance costs
• simplification of upgraded system

Over the past 40+ years, more than 7000 servo-actuated jaw clutches have been supplied for GE gas
turbine starting and turning gear systems and for GE steam turbine turning gears.  Jaw clutches have
been supplied with GE Frame 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 gas turbines and on various sizes of steam turbine
generators.  Although these servo-actuated jaw clutches were simple and effective when new, they
are known for developing problems over time and compromising the reliability of the machine.  A
jaw clutch that fails to engage on a turbine starting or tuning gear system can have costly
consequences to the operator, such as an inability to meet a specific start requirement or a bowed
rotor because the turning gear does not engage.

SSS Clutch Company, Inc. has designed a mechanical, totally automatic, gear tooth, overrunning
cutch that can be installed in place of any of the GE jaw clutches.  The SSS Clutch (synchronous,
self-shifting clutch) fits into the exact same space as all the existing GE jaw clutches, so no
machinery needs to be moved.  A cutaway view of a standard SSS Clutch can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure #1- Cutaway of the basic SSS Clutch
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The existing jaw clutch consists of two hubs, each with three or four jaw teeth.  These hubs are
mounted on opposing shafts.  One jaw is fixed and the other is able to slide.  The sliding piece is
pushed with servos axially along straight splines to mesh with the stationary jaw and thus power can
be transmitted through the clutch.  Once the output side of the clutch accelerates above the speed of
the input side of the clutch, the geometry of the teeth push the clutch out of engagement and
disengagement is then assisted by the servos.  A typical jaw clutch can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure #2 Typical Jaw Clutch Installation showing Servos and Allison TC

For the Frame 3, 5, 6, and 7 gas turbines, the jaw clutches that are used on starting systems for gas
turbine generator drives are normally installed between a torque converter and the number one shaft
of the accessory gear.  The starting system prime mover can be a diesel engine for black start
capability, an electric motor or a steam turbine for starting means.  The power of these various
starting engines is approximately 250-500 hp.  The input of the clutch is connected to the torque
converter output shaft and the output of the clutch is connected to the number one shaft of the
accessory gear.

Plants that continue to operate GE machines with jaw clutches are all too familiar with the clutch
failure modes.  Some of the failure modes are:

• worn/leaking actuating cylinders which engage the clutch
• displaced metal on the jaw clutch teeth from engaging with the slight misalignment
• dirty or corroded splines on torque converter shaft, preventing input side jaw from

sliding properly.

Once a jaw clutch has damaged teeth, as shown in Figure 3, it is less likely to stay engaged
when called upon.  Some machines require a pneumatic air system whose sole function is to
operate the servo-actuated cylinders that engage and disengage the clutch and this system can
be a maintenance headache in itself.
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Figure #3 – Typical Jaw Clutch with Tooth Damaged

Frame 5 Starter Clutch Retrofit

Fifteen years ago, Robert Skladony, Consolidated Edison (now US Power Gen), Gowanus and
Narrows Power Stations, Brooklyn, New York, contemplated replacement of servo-actuated starting
system jaw clutches on their Frame 5 peaking machines with an automatic clutch that would be more
reliable.  There was no clutch alternative available from the OEM or in the aftermarket that would
physically fit into the existing starting system space, that would provide separation between shafts
(like the jaw clutch) when disengaged, and which was completely automatic.  Con Ed also wanted to
achieve a retrofit and upgrade in a short, five-day outage time frame to minimize down time and
potential loss of revenue from these machines.  Hence, the work to fit the clutch had to be
straightforward and minimize machining, relocation of machinery, etc.

The forty-eight MS5001 Model N gas turbine generators installed on barges in New York City’s East
River at these two sites needed to be started and accelerated to full speed in seven minutes and
brought up to full power in an additional four minutes.  To receive NY ISO compensation for
guaranteed power generation within thirty minutes, Con Ed needed to ensure each unit could re-start
in the event of a high-speed flame out, or some other minor problem.  It was therefore advantageous
to install an automatic clutch that could start and/or re-start the turbine within the 30-minute window,
thereby increasing the system reliability and probability of being on-line and at full load in thirty
minutes.  Because the turbine generator took about 17 minutes to coast to rest from full speed, the
automatic clutch had to be able to re-start the turbine “on the fly.”  The re-engagement had to be
below the purge speed of the turbine and Con Ed determined that a 500 rpm re-engagement speed
was logical, as the turbine generator reached that speed in about five minutes.  Please see Figure 4.
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Figure #4 Restart Speed Curve

The challenge was to fit an automatic clutch into the space vacated by the original jaw clutch.  Most
jaw clutches of this vintage Frame 5 fit between the starting system and the turbine accessory
gearbox with 1.312” axial distance between shaft ends (DBSE) and the challenge was to design a
clutch to fit that DBSE and not be too heavy for the existing system’s shafts.  If the new clutch would
not fit this space the starting system would need to be moved back to increase the space between the
torque converter output shaft and the number one shaft of the accessory gear.  This would make the
retrofit prohibitively expensive and potentially exceed the allotted time for the outage.  Consolidated
Edison chose a Size 64T SSS Clutch from SSS Clutch Company, Inc.  A picture of the typical 64T is
shown in Figure 5.

Figure #5 Size 64T SSS Clutch for Frame 5 or 6 Starting Drive
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Although there is only 1.312 inches axial space between torque converter output shaft and respective
input shaft of the accessory gearbox, SSS Clutch retrofit was simple because the respective shafts
were relatively long and there was no existing turbine auxiliary equipment in close radial proximity
to interfere with the new clutch.  Actual jaw clutch removal and new clutch retrofit was relatively
easy since the original offset torque converter gearbox was still utilized and therefore the starting
system did not need to be moved for the retrofit.  The Twin Disc Torque Converter gearbox was
rotated 90° on its mounting spigot to achieve axial access to each respective clutch mounting shaft.
Figure 6 shows the Twin Disc offset gearbox with an SSS Clutch installed.  Prior to the new clutch
installation, a re-alignment of the diesel/torque converter to accessory gear was done and the torque
converter and its gearbox were dowelled together to help maintain further alignment.

Figure #6 Twin Disc Torque Converter with Offset Gear and SSS Clutch

The new clutch output sleeve was mounted on the existing accessory gearbox input shaft, the clutch
sliding component with main torque transmitting teeth was mounted on the clutch output, and both
are contained by an end plate bolted to the shaft.  The clutch input hub was rigidly mounted to the
existing torque converter gearbox shaft and retained with an end plate bolted to the shaft.  See Figure
7 for final installation.
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Figure # 7 Size 64T Starting Clutch Installed Diagram

The SSS Clutch is oil lubricated whereas the jaw clutch needs no lubrication.  The jaw clutch guard
and servos were removed and replaced with an oil-tight, horizontally split clutch cover.  A one-piece
adaptor plate was bolted to the accessory gear in place of a labyrinth seal and the cover with input
end floating seals was cantilevered from this adaptor plate.  An oil feed connection was provided on
this plate for the 2 U.S. gpm ISO VG32 turbine oil provided from the existing accessory gear supply.
A drain in the bottom of the cover was connected to an existing accessory gear drain pipe.  A
proximity switch was provided to indicate when the clutch was disengaged to signal when the diesel
could be shut down.

Ultimately all 48 GE Frame 5’s were retrofitted and US Power Gen has been very pleased with the
reliability of these clutches.  The retrofit was achieved in the projected outage time of a week; about
two days to install the clutch and three days for starting system work and re-alignment.  There have
been no failures of the Size 64T SSS Clutch since the first installation in 1992.  US Power Gen also
now receives a credit from the New York Power Pool for guaranteeing to be able to start and generate
full power in thirty minutes.  The ability to re-start the turbine in only five minutes after an aborted
start (re-start “permissive” set at 500 rpm) enables multiple starts in the thirty-minute time frame and
hence allows U.S. Power Gen to make such a guarantee.  The old jaw clutch could only engage at 0
rpm and would enable only one attempt to start and put each machine on line.

The success of this retrofit inspired GE to adopt the SSS Clutch as a standard upgrade to their Frame
5 fleet.  The upgrade document is entitled, “Performance and Reliability Improvements for the
MS5001 Gas Turbines”, by Paul Daiber (document #GER 4196).  Due to the considerable number of
interface configurations on Frame 5’s supplied and or modified throughout the years, there are over
30 different designs of SSS Starting Clutches to suit the various shaft ends and distance between shaft
end combinations.
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Some of the earliest Frame 5’s built in the mid-1960s were Models L and LA.  US Power Gen
operates some of these machines and has retrofitted them with SSS Size 64T Starting Clutches.
These models use an Allison Torque Converter which has no offset gearbox, so the clutch has the
opposite direction of rotation but is designed for the same DSBE as other Frame 5’s.  The
installation, however, is more difficult as the starting system has to be moved away axially from the
accessory gear to obtain access to the torque converter and accessory gear shaft ends.  Please see
Figure 8.

Figure #8 Allison Torque Converter

The latest version of the Frame 5 is model P and this unit is manufactured in Florence, Italy by
Nuovo Pignone.  All new Frame 5Ps are supplied with an SSS Clutch as standard equipment.  Nuovo
Pignone uses the 64T SSS Starting Clutch for Frame 5-driven compressors as well as those that drive
generators.

Frame 6B Starting System

In 1993 GE adopted the Size 64T SSS Clutch for all new Frame 6B machines being built in
Greenville, SC.  Today both GE in the United States and Nuovo Pignone use the Size 64T SSS
Clutch for the starting system of all new Frame 6B units.  GE, Belfort, France, has supplied a few 6B
gas turbines which have 64T’s but has not adopted the 64T as standard, and hence has not
discontinued use of the GE jaw clutch.

Starting systems with jaw clutches on several, pre-1993, Frame 6B gas turbine generators have been
retrofitted with size 64T SSS Clutches. The procedure for retrofit is exactly the same as the Frame 5
starting system with the Twin Disc torque converter and horizontally offset gearbox. The standard
distance between shaft ends between the torque converter and the respective input of the accessory
gear is 0.533 inch on these machines.  The clutches are slightly different from those used on the
Frame 5’s but operate exactly the same.
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To date, more than 700 Size 64T SSS Clutches have been supplied for Frame 5 and 6 gas turbine
starting drives.

Frame 7B and early 7EA Starting and Turning Gear Retrofit

The Frame 7B and early 7EA Gas Turbine Generators use two jaw clutches, one for the starting
system and one for the turning gear system.

Starting

The starting system jaw clutch is used in a similar fashion to the Frame 5 and 6, i.e. between the
torque converter output shaft and the number 1 shaft of the accessory gear.  Due to the larger 900 hp
electric starting motor, a slightly larger Size 74T SSS Clutch was designed for retrofit into this
machine.

The first SSS Starting Clutch was installed in a Frame 7B in 2002 at Midwest Electric, Joppa,
Illinois.  The starting system of this machine can be moved axially away from the accessory gear or
the number one shaft of the accessory gear box can be removed to install the SSS Clutch.  The Size
74T SSS Clutch is also designed to fit into the existing space, thereby eliminating the need to relocate
the starting system machinery.

There have been more than ten SSS Clutches installed on Frame 7B and 7EA starting drives

Turning

On these machines there is also a jaw clutch installed in the “Tombstone Turning Gear System”
which is located at the non-drive end of the generator.  The turning gear consists of an electric motor
(10 hp at 1,800 rpm) which drives through an epicyclic gear to a chain-drive/sprocket assembly
(contained in what looks like a grave tombstone to reduce to turning speed to approximately 6 rpm).
The Tombstone unit is cantilevered off and bolted to the generator housing.  Please see Figure 9.
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Figure #9 GE Tombstone Turning Gear Top Removed

The SSS Clutch that was designed for this retrofit is a Size 55T.  To ensure reliability this clutch was
designed and modeled after the same Size 55T used so successfully for over 500 Frame 7F gas
turbine generator turning gears.

The Size 55T for the Tombstone Turning Gear can be installed in several ways.  To date, the two
methods used have been:

• Slide the entire Tombstone back to allow access to the generator and turning gear shafts
• Remove the Tombstone lid and remove the chain sprocket wheel to remove the jaw clutch

There have now been more than twenty five SSS Clutches retrofitted into Frame 7B Tombstone
turning gears.  Please see Figure 10.
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Figure #10 Size 55T SSS Clutch Installed in Tombstone Turning Gear

Steam Turbine Turning Gear Retrofits

GE also used jaw clutches on turning gears of some of their smaller steam turbines up to about 100
MW, whereas they used clash gears for larger steam turbines.  SSS Clutches have been retrofitted
into a number of machines.  One project was to replace the “three jaw clutch engagement-type
turning gear” in the front standard of the high-pressure end of two 85 MW steam turbine generators at
PREPA, Palo Seco Power Plant, and four 100 MW steam turbine generators at PREPA, San Juan
Power Plant.  The complete parallel shaft turning gear gearbox and jaw clutch was replaced on each
machine with a double-reduction worm gear reducer turning gear with Size 80T SSS Clutch.  These
turning gear units with jaw clutches had been problematic for years; and because they were very
inaccessible, the maintenance and down time were costly.  Since retrofitting with automatic turning
gears in 2001 and 2002, PREPA has no longer had turning gear problems.  Figures 11 and 12 show
the front standard before the new turning gear was installed and Figure 13 shows the new turning
gear prior to installation.
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Figure #11 GE Jaw Clutch in Front Standard of Steam Turbine
Generator with Turning Gear Removed

Figure #12 New Turning Gear with Size 80T SSS Clutch for PREPA
Steam Turbine Turning Gear Retrofit
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Figure #13 GE Turning Gear Enclosure Retained after Turning
Gear Retrofit

Summary

In summary there are many GE Gas Turbines that use the old jaw clutch design for connecting
starting or turning gear systems to their turbines. The variety of SSS Clutch retrofit designs to replace
these jaw clutches are thoroughly proven and offer a completely automatic option. All SSS Clutches
are designed to last the life time of the equipment therefore eliminating the maintenance headaches
and numerous false starts due to jaw clutch mal-operation.  The SSS Starting Clutch allows the
turbines to be re-started “on the fly,” achieving two or more start attempts in thirty minutes, thereby
resulting in a more reliable turbine generator and adding potential revenue.  Hence, this is a clear case
where upgrading the turning gear or starting system by replacing the original jaw clutch with an
automatic-engaging SSS Clutch has multiple benefits over the remaining life of the machine and is
far superior to re-building or repairing the existing jaw clutch and its associated systems.


